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Vulkalloys ®
New metals with unbeatable properties
Unique process and extreme forming abilities…
…Miniature parts to help you to face your industrial
challenges

FROM PROTOTYPE TO MASS PRODUCTION
Outstanding metals.
Extreme forming abilities.
The innovative solution to face current microtechnology challenges.
A unique and patented process.

Metallurgical exper tise

Co-design & prototyping

We accompany you in:
•
•

VULKALLOYS ®

•

a range of metals with unchallenged properties

the scientific and technical
understanding of these new materials
the correct Vulkalloy choice to
optimize the properties required for
the application
the implementation and
analysis of preliminary tests

Our teams help you to use the full
potential of the Vulkam process to
solve your industrial challenges.
New geometries, miniaturized
design, we accompany you during
the design and prototyping phases
to validate the properties of your
parts.

Par ts manufacturing
From prototype to mass production,
the process developed by VULKAM
allows the production of unique
Vulkalloy ® components with extreme
shapes.

A unique and patented 2-step process,
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Weight reduced by
30% compared to
titanium parts

specific for these materials & optimized for small parts

1.

Elaboration of calibrated Vulkalloy ® slugs by continuous casting

2.

Injection molding of parts

•
•

Expertise in metallurgy and mechanics.
Optimization of mold design and filling thanks to the numerical
simulation tool developed in-house by Vulkam for Vulkalloys ® .

10mm

Modif y the atomic organization of a material
=
Fundamentally change its proper ties
Discovered in 1960, AMAs (Amorphous Metallic Alloys) are noncrystalline alloys, exhibiting a glass-like structure, which
means they have a random atomic-scale structure. Controlling
the injection process - in particular the rapid cooling phase
of the liquid metal in the mold - makes it possible to obtain
the amorphous structure that gives metallic glasses their
extraordinary properties.

5mm

Difference in atomic organization between an
industrial metal and a Vulkalloy

Vulkalloy

Industrial metal

